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CORE NOISE SOURCE DIAGNOSTICS ON A TURBOFAN ENGINE

USING CORRELATION AND COHERENCE TECHNIQUES

by Allen Karchmer and Meyer Reshotko

Lewis Research Center

ABSTRACT

Fluctuating pressure measurements at several locations within the
core of aturbofan engine were made simultaneously with far-field acous-
tic measurements. Correlation and coherence techniques were used to	 j

determine the relative amplitude and phase relationships between core
pressures at these various locations and between the core pressures and	 Ij

far-field acoustic pressure. The results indicate that the combustor is It	 ,
a low-frequency source region for acoustic propagation through the core
nozzle and out to the far-field. Specifically, it was found that the relation
between source pressure and the resulting sound pressure ' solves a 1800
phase shift and an amplitude transfer function which varies approximately 	 f

as frequency square. This is shown to be consistent with a simplified
model using fluctuating entropy as a source term.	 I j

INTRODUCTION

In recent years much progress has been made in reducing noise from
turbofan engines. It is possible, however, that further reductions of
noise from the two primary engine sources, the fan and the turbulent ex- 	 JJ
hause jet, may not result in significant overall engine noise reductions, 	 h €
A threshold, or floor, may be reached attributable to various internal or 	 jLf

core-engine noise sources. In fact, there is much evidence, that under
conditions of takeoff or approach, when the jet noise is reduced because of
relative velocity effects, internal or core noise sources are already a
major contributor to overall engine noise (ref. 1).
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Most i^ttempts to date to identify core noise sources in operating en-
gines have been restricted to acoustic measurements made entirely out-
side the engine (refs. 2 and 3, for example). Several investigators,
though, have combined. both internal (at a few locations) and external meas-
urements using correlation techniques (refs. 4 and 5). To the authors,
knowledge, however, there have been no published attempts to measure
comprehensively the fluctuating pressure field at a sufficient nuni per of lo-
cations within an operating engine core to enable a systematic examination
of the phase, amplitude, and time relationships between internal pressure
signals. Together with simultaneous acoustic measurements outside the
engine to provide information on the internal-external relationship between
pressure signals, such a measurement program can provide valuable in-
sight into the nature, source, and mechanisms of core noise.

At the Lewis Research Center a comprehensive core noise test pro-
gram was conducted on a Lycoming YF-102 turbofan engine over a broad
range of engine operating conditions. The p: esent paper describes some
of the results and preliminary conclusions drawn from source diagnostic
efforts in this program.

ENGINE, INSTRUMENTATION, DATA PROCESSING

Engine and Test: Arena

The test program was conducted on an A4 CO-Lycoming YF-102 tur-
bofan engine which has a bypass ratio of 6 and a rated thrust of 33 HIV.

N This engine has a 1 m diameter fan and a core consisting of 7 axial com-
pressor stages, 1 centrifugal compressor stage, a reverse-flow annular
combustor, and a four-stage turbine. The exit diameter of the core noz-
zle was 42 cm and the engine was operated with a bellmouth inlet. A cut-
away illustration of the engine is si.own in figure 1.

All tests were conducted in an outdoor acoustic arena with a hard sur-
face ground plane. The far 4ield microphone array consisted of sixteen
1.27 cm condenser microphones on a 30^ 5 m radius are centered on the
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exhaust plane of the corenozzle. The microphones were spaced 10 0 apart
from 100 to 1600 9 measured from engine inlet. All microphones. were
mounted at ground level to minimize problems associated with ground re-
flections, and were fitted with windscreens.

Test Conditions

Simultaneous internal. (i.e. , core) fluctuating pressure and far-field
acoustic measurements were made at eight different fan speeds at approx-
imately equal intervals between 30% and 95% of maximum speed (7600 rpm).
The corresponding range of combustor temperatures and core jet exhaust
velocities were from 810 K, 98 m/sec to 1375 K, 314 m/sec. The results
from only a single operating condition (43% speed), a single far. -field mi-
crophone (120 0), and selected internal locations are reported here. The 	

-a
results presented are considered representative of all the data taken over	

3

a broad range of operating conditions and. microphone locations,

Internal Probes

The dynamic pressure measurements within the engine core were made
simultaneously with the far-field measurements and at seven different loca-
tions, as shown in figure 2. Their number and locations were: two just
downstream of the compressor exit about Z cm apart; one at the combustor
inlet; two within the annular combustor itself, both at the same axial loca-
tion but separated 900 circumferentially; and tub within. the core nozzle,
one just downstream of the turbine at the nozzle entrance and one close to
the nozzle exit plane.

The actual transducers used were conventional 0.635 cm condenser mi-
crophones with pressure response cartridges„ To avoid direct exposure of

the microphones to the severe environment within. the core, they were
mounted outside the engine and the fluctuating static pressure in the engine
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core was communicated to the transducers by means of a "semi-infinite"
acoustic waveguide.

A drawing of a typical probe is shown in figure 3. The microphone
was flush°, mounted in the acoustic waveguide through a supporting block
and housed in a pressure chamber. Attached to the block were a 5/8 cm
diameter sensing tube on one end and a coil of tubing of the same diameter,
30 m long, on the other. The sensing tube of each probe was flush mounted

"	 as a static pressure tap at each of the various measuring locations within
the engine core. A regulated nitrogen purge flow was maintained in the
sensing line to protect the microphone from hot core gases. Static pres-
sure was balanced across the microphone by means of a small vent hole
connecting the pressure chamber and sensing line. Figure 4 is a schematic
of a typical core probe installation.

Prior to the tests, the frequency and phase response of the probes, and
the effect of the nitrogen purge flow on probe response were checked. The
frequency and phase response was determined by comparison against a mi-
crophone identical to the one used in the probe using a symmetric placement
with respect to the axis of a loudspeaker. The input to the loudspeaker was
a signal from a white noise generator low pass filtered at 10 kHz.

The results indicated that the frequency response of the probes was flat
within f2 dB from 50 Hz to 1500 Hz. Similarly, the phase response of the
probes was flat within about 50 up to 1500 Hz after accounting for the phase
lag associated with the length of the sensing tube of each particular probe.
Between 1500 Hz and about 3500 Hz the response was generally flat withiH.
±1 dB and t10°. Beyond 3500 Hz the response curves showed severe dis-
tortion. As will be shown later, though, with the exception of high frequency
tones generated by the compressor and turbine (and not studied in the present
work), the core noise associated with this engine was confined to a frequency
range well within the acceptable response region of the probes. The pseudo-
sound generated by the nitrogen purge flow through the probe was found to be
a minimum of 20 dB below the core fluctuating pressure at the highest purge
flow rate required in the engine tests.
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Data Acquisition and Processing

The signals from the internal probes and far-field microphones were
FM-recorded on magnetic tape in 2-minute record lengths for later proc-
essing. The internal probes and far-field microphones were calibrated
with a pistonphone prior to and at the end of each day's running, Since
the results and conclusions presented here are only concerned with the
phase and time relationships between various pairs of signals, it was un-
necessary to account for atmospheric absorption, corrections to standard
day, etc,

The results given in this paper were obtained by off-line ,processing
of the taped data on a Lwo-channel fast Fourier transform digital signal
processor with built-in a-d converters and 12,0 dB /octave anti-aliasing
filters. The processor was capable of direct computation of up to 4096
ensemble averages of a 1024 point forward or inverse Fourier transform
to yield either time-domain (correlation) or frequency domain (amplitude
and phase spectra, transfer function, and coherence) information. The
processor also permitted editing operations on a computed transform
(e.g. , time delay removal on correlation functions) and then Fourier in-
version of the edited transform. This latter capability provided valuable
information on the phase relationship between two signals separated in
time.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Broadband Correlations

The normalized cross-correlation between pressure signals from the
two tailpipe probes is shown in figure 5 (probes 6 and 7, fig. 2). Boils
signals were low-pass filtered at 1600 Hz prior to correlation. This cut-
off frequency was chosen as the approximate upper limit of the acceptable
response range of the probes This was not a significant limitation since
core noise is a relatively low frequency phenomenon except for tones
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associated with rotating machinery. The two signals correlate rather
strongly at a positive delay time of 0. 55 msec. Considering the gas tem-
perature (-670 K), flow velocity (-90 m/sec) and probe separation
(0. 34 m), the time for an acoustic wave to travel between the two probes
is computed to be about 0. 56 msec. The evidence suggests therefore,
that the probes are detecting an acoustic signal.

The positive time delay in figure 5 indicates that the signal orig-
inates upstream of the tailpipe; hence it is natural to examine the rel-
ation 'between the signals from the combustor probe (4), and the tailpipe.
The cross -correlations between the combustor probe signal and the up-
stream and downstream tailpipe probe signals are shown in figures 6(a)
and (b), respectively. These are seen to be significantly different from
that of figure 5. There are no clearly defined dominant peaks, and the
shapes of these functions are considerably more complex than those of
figure 5. These functions do not have, for example, the symmetry prop-
erties associated with pure propagation or convection (i. e. , just time
delay).

r;

i

Coherence Functions

The preceding results can be further explored by examining the co-
herence function between the signals from two probes. The coherence
function is analogous to the cross -correlation function, with the informa-
tion being presented in the frequency domain.- It is essentially a normal-
ized cross spectrum and must have a value between zero and one, with
low/high coherence at a particular frequency meaning low/high correlation
at that frequency.

The coherence function between the combustor signal and the upstream
tailpipe signal is shown in figure 7. There are clearly three distinct and
separate regions of coherence: one between zero and 250 Hz; another be-
tween about 400 Hz and 600 Hz; and a third between 750 Hz and 950 Hz.

f	 U	 d' t' t 't .	 th h'11	 Because these three regions o co Terence are so is me , i is wor . w i e
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to examine their relative significance insofar as combustor-associated far
field noise is concerned.

Figures 8 , and 9 show, respectively, the coherence function between
the combustor probe and the downstream tailpipe probe signals and between
the combustor probe and the 1200 far-field microphone signals. Between
the combustor and the downstream tailpipe, as shown in figure 8, the two
higher-frequency regions of coherence are diminished significantly while
the low frequency region remains. As seen in figure 9, the coherence be-
tween fluctuating combustor pressure and the far-field acoustic pressure
is limited entirely to the low frequency region below 250 Hz.

From these results it is evident that the regions of fluctuating pres-
sure coherence above 400 Hz seen in figure 7 are either not associated
with sound or with a linear sound producing mechanism or, if they are due
to sound, such sound is not radiating to the far field. Hence, for purposes
of examining combustor-related noise in this engine, attention can be
limited to frequencies below 250 Hz.

Low-Pass Correlations

It is now of interest to reexamine the cross-correlations shown in
figure 6 for only the low frequency part of the signals. The cross-
correlation functions between the filtered signals from the combustor
and the upstream and downstream tailpipe probes are shown in figures
10(a) and (b), respectively. The signals were low -pass, filtered at 240 Hz,
Here the functions are better characterized than the broadband correla-
tions shown in figure 6, with clearly defined negative peaks. The delay
time to the negative peak in figure 10(a) is about 5.8 msec. Because of
the complex flow path between these two stations their actual separation
distance can only be estimated, from which the propagation time is com-
puted as 0. 9 msec and the convection time as 4. 1 msec. Thus, the ob-
served 5.8 msec delay time to the peak is much closer to a convection
time than to an acoustic propagation time. However, because of the
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negative peak, this correlation function cannot be identified as one asso-
ciated with pure convection..

That the fluctuating combustor pressure is related to the far field
so-and only for frequencies below 250 Hz can be further verified by exam-
ining the correlation function between combustor pressure and the far-
field signal, The broadband correlation between these two locations (up
to 1600 Hz) is shown in figure 11(a), and the low-pass (below 240 Hz) cor-
relation is shown in .figure 11(b). There is virtually no significant differ-
ence between the two and they are almost identical in shape to the low-pass
correlation between the combustor and the tailpipe (fig. 10), except for the
time delay which in figure 11 corresponds to the acoustic propagation time
to the far°field.

Phase and Amplitude Relations

The shape of the correlation function is entirely determined by the
amplitude relationship between the two signals and key that part of the phase
relationship which is not due to time delay. Time delay causes a phase
shift which is linear with frequency and which serves only to translate the
correlation function. The phase slrift between combustor and upstream
tailpipe signals, as computed directly by the analyzer, is shown in figure
12(a) for the signals low-pass filtered at 240 Hz. The plot shows a phase 	 M„
shift between the two signals which is linear with frequency, and which is
characteristic of the phase relationship between two signals with time delay
between them. The phase difference unobscured by time delay was obtained
by translating the peak of the filtered cross-correlation function in figure
10(a) to zero time delay by means of the editing feature on the analyzer and
then computing the Fourier transform of the translated cross-correlation.
The result of this computation is a complex function with real and imaginary
parts which can be combined in polar form to produce amplitude (of the
cross-spectrum) and phase.
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The phase result is shown in figure 12(b). The result indicates a rel-
atively constant 160 0 phase shift between the two (filtered) signals after time
delay removal, over most of the frequency range considered.

An amplitude transfer function between the combustor and upstream tail-
pipe pressure signals can also be computed, and in conjunction with the phase
information above uniquely determines the relationship between the two sig.-
nals over the Yelevant frequency range. In the present context, this transfer
function between the two signals is the ratio of the amplitude of the cross-
spectrum to the amplitude of the auto-spectrum of the combustor pressure,
The result of this computation is shown in figure 13. The transfer function
varies approximately as frequency to the 1, 7 power over most of the range
considered (-5 dB/octave).

Between the two tailpipe stations, however, the pressure amplitude and
phase relationships are different. Earlier it was suggested that the pressure
signals detected by P ,e two tailpipe probes were associated with an acoustic
wave. This can be explored further by examination of the zero time delay
phase shift and amplitude transfer function between the two stations. If only
time delay prevails between the two tailpipe signals, then thei a should be a
zero degree phase shift between the two signals after time delay removal,
and the amplitude transfer function should be independent of frequency (i, e. ,
flat). The phase difference between the two signals, over the 240 Hz low-
pass frequency range, after time delay removal, is shown in figure 14. This
result was obtained in the same manner as for figure 12(b). A zero degree
phase shift independent of frequency is clearly evident. Similarly, the trans-
fer function, shown in figure 15, is flat, with no frequency dependence.

That the acoustic signal which exists in the tailpipe does in fact radiate
to the far field and contribute to overall engine noise can be seen in figures
16 through 18. The coherence function between, downstream tailpipe pressure
and the 120 0 far-field signal is shown in figure 16. Comparison of this fig-
ure with figure 9 (the coherence between combustor pressure and far-field)
shows that although here there is an additional broad region of low coherence
above about 250 Hz, the region of dominant coherence is below 250 Hz.

Figure 17 shows the phase difference between the downstream tailpipe
pressure and 1200 far field signal. This was obtained by Fourier
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transforming the correlation function between the two signals (not shown)
after removal of the time delay as described previously. The result is
clearly a zero-degree r..°ise shift over most of the frequency range of in-
terest. The corresponding amplitude transfer function is shown: in fig-
ure 18, and it is seen to be a relatively flat function. These two char-
acteristics of the data, flat transfer function and zero degree phase shift
after removal of the time delay, indicate that only a time d^Aay exists be-
tween the two signals. Thus, combined with a measured delay time cor-
responding to the time for sound to travel between the two positions, in-
dicates pure acoustic propagation.

To complete the picture, the phase and amplitude relations between
combustor and far-field pressures are :4hown in figures 19 and 2¢. Fig-
ure 19 shows the phase shift between combustor pressure and the 1200
far-field microphone, after time delay .removal. It was computed by re-
moving the time delay from the cross-correlation shown in figure 11(b)
and Fourier transforming the result. Once again, it is seen that there is
essentially a 1800 phase shift over the frequency range of interest. The
amplitude transfer function is shown in figure 20. As in figure 13, the
transfer function varies with frequency approximately to the 1.7 power
over most of the range considered.

Concluding Remarks on Experimental Results

The experimental results can be summarized as follows. The fluc-
tuating pressure in the combustor correlates with the far-field sound only
at frequencies below 250 Hz, with the peak occurring near 125 Hz. Within
this frequency range the combustor pressure is related to the fluctuating
tailpipe pressures through a 3800 phase shift and a relative amplitude
change dependent on frequency to the 1.7 power. The pressure signal de-
tected within the tailpipe is identified as being acoustic, and is shown to
radiate, and thereby contribute, to the far-field. Between: Winbustor and
upstream tailpipe stations, although the time delay corresponds approx-
imately to a convecting disturbance, it cannot be identified as such because

I
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of the phase and amplitude relationship between the two. Finally, between
the combustor and far-field, the 180 0 phase shift and the variation with fre-
quency to the 1.7 power also prevails.

From these results it is concluded that the combustor probe is located
in a source region for far-field sound at frequencies below 250 Hz. Some-
where between the combustor and the upstream tailpipe position, the pres-
sure disturbance becomes the source of acoustic energy which propagates
through the tailpipe and out to the far-field.

ANALYTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The relationship between the fluctuating pressure in the source region
and the far-field acoustic pressure involves a 180 0 phase shift and relative
amplitude increase dependent on frequency to the 1. 7 power. The nature of
this relationship may be formalized by recalling that differentiation in the
time domain corresponds to multiplication by frequency in the frequency
domain. Vurther, a'single time derivative of a signal results in a phase
shift of 900 in the derived signal. Hence .a phase shift of 180 0 and a mul-
tiplication by frequency squared in the frequency domain is equivalent to
two time derivatives. In the present case, then, the combustor related
far-field pressure behaves approximately as the 2nd time derivative of the
fluctuatinng combustor pressure.

A physical basis for this can be shown through an admittedly simplified
model of a Lighthill type formulation. Lighthill related the fluctuating den-
sity in an acoustic radiation field to fluid mechanical stresses in a source
region as follows (see ref. 6, for example):

	

2	 1
P (X , t) = 1y

a8 Tij Y
o + °q, t - r j d377	 (1)
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where

P'	 is the fluctuating density

X	 is the position vector of a point in the radiation field

Yo + 7 = Y is the position vector of a point in the source region

X= IXI
r 

_ IX-YI
co	 is the speed of sound

Tij	 is Lighthill's turbulence stress tensor;

llTij = Povivj + Sijrp, 
- copy / - eij

For the usual ,,rxuacoustic sources, the p,•oceduse is to neglect the
viscous stress tensor e•• and assume that the source region is essen-
tially Isentropic so that 1p' co p`, where p' is the fluctuating pressure.
The Reynolds stress term, p ovivj , is then retained as the only source
term. In a region of combustion, however, it is not unreasonable to neg-
lect the Reynolds stress term and retain p' - cc p' as a measure of the
fluctuating entropy, and hence as a source term.

Making the usual assumption that in the radiation field p' s:;c 20 p`
eq. (1) becomes

_	 2	 _ _	 _
P , (R t) 

= 1jat2
8 

S  CYo + n ' t - 
r d3	

(2)
4r,-xco 	 \	 c

where S' = p' - co p t is the fluctuating entropy.
Forming a correlation function between the fluctuating pressure in

the source region, p'(% ) t), and the fluctuating pressure in the radiation
field, eq. (2) becomes

2	 _
p'(Xo , t)p ^(X,t + T) cc	 P (Yo, t) a	 S'(Yo + r), t + r) d3tl	 (3)

at2
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with the usual assumption that differences in retarded time (t - r/c o) can be
neglected, The overbar indicates a time average. The integrand on the
right hand side of eq, (3) is the correlation between a function and the 2nd
derivative of another function, delayed in time.

A theorem relating correlations of jointly stationary random functions
to their derivatives can be found in reference 7. It is expressed as

dm f1(t) do f2 (t + T) (-1)m do+m f1 (t)f2 (t + T)
dtm 	dtn	 dT+m

So eq. (3) can be written

PICyoIt)p'(x,t+T)	
B2

(Yo,t)S`(Yo.+i7,t+T)d371
a 

T

^

Arbitrarily defining a correlation volume as
n

J p 'FYo, t)S'(Yo + 71, t + T) d371
Veorr	 —

p t (Y0) t)S'(Yo) t+ T)

eq, (4) becomes

2
p(Yo , t)p^(X, t + T) a Vcorr 2 P , (Yo, t)S ' (Yo , t + 7)

aT2

The quantity which was measured in the experiment is the correlation
on the left-hand side of eq, (5). From eq, (5), this must have the same
shape as the 2nd derivative of a single point cross-correlation between
pressure and entropy fluctuations. If these latter two are in phase, the
2nd derivative operation will result in a 180 0 phase shift and frequency

(4)

(5)

♦^
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squared relation between the two pressures on the left-hand side of eq. (5).
The correlation on the right hand side of eq. (5) can be expanded as:

p'(S" ,t)3'(^' ,t+ T) = 1^'(Y , t)[p '(°- ,t+ T) - C 2p'(Y ,t+ T)1.0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 -1

p , (Yo , op , (Yo , t + T) - P , (Yo , t)cap' (Yo , t + T)	 (6)

In the first correlation on the right hand side of eq. (6) the pressure, of
course, is in phase with itself. Hence, it the fluctuating pressure and
density in the 2nd correlation are in phase (or the 2nd correlation makes
a negligible contribution to the right hand side), the pressure and entropy
fluctuations will be in phase, and the 180 0 phase shift and a frequency
squared relationship will prevail in the frequency domain version of
eq. (5).

CONCLUDING REMARKS

''A

A measurement of the coherence spectrum between a fluctuating static
pressure probe in the combustor of a turbofan engine and a microphone in
the far-field indicated a linear relationship between the two pressures only
at frequencies below about 250 Hz. Using this as a guide for computing
filtered correlation functions, it ,was found that the combustor behaves as a
source region for acoustic propagation through the tailpipe and out to the far
field. Thus it has been shown that for this engine, at the condition tested,
the combustor is a source of core noise, but its contribution is limited to
frequencies below 250 Hz.

The relationship between source pressure and resulting sound pYes-
sure was found to involve a 1800 phase shift and an amplitude transfer funo-
tion that varied as the 1.7 power of frequency. This was determined by re-
moving the time delay associated with the filtered correlation functions and
Fourier transforming the result. If the sound pressure were related to the
source pressure by a 180 0 phase shift and a frequency-squared amplitude

i
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dependence" this	 f the local	 E /

source n essure. WA simplified model using^fluctuating entropy as a"source
term was shown to be consistent with this behavior. There are a number
of possil<l.o reasons as to why an exponent of 1.7 on frequency was meas"ar i
as compared to a theoretical exponent of 2. The most likely explana;+.on iF	 j
contamination

	

of the acoustic signal in the far field by noise from other	 a
sources (possiblitailpipe scrubbing noise) which also correlate with fluc-
tuating combustor pressure in the low frequency range. Another possible
explanation is simply that the analysis in the previous section is not very
rigorous, The correlation volume in eq. (5), for example=, is not a constant
and may be frequency dependent. 	 I

It• should be mentioned that although the results from only a single op-
erating condition and far-field microphone location were discussed in this
paper, data for other engine operating conditions were also examined.
The preliminary results from those tests appear to indicate that the strength	 i[
of the correlation between fluctuating combustor pressure and far-field. Ares- 	 }^
sure varies only slightly with microphone angle. It was found, however, that 	 !^
the contribution of the combustor to overall engine noise decreases rapidly	 Il	 3

with increasing engine speed as the jet mixing noise becomes dominant.
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'iyure 1. - Cutaway illustration of YF-102.
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figure 3. - Lore pressure probe,
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